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SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

No. 150A: A manually operated test set installed in an 8.500 inch wide by 8.500 inch high by 15 inch deep aluminum carrying 
case and becomes portable. The case has a carrying handle, feet on two sides, a retractable bail which will elevate the 
front of the case 15°, and a hinged front cover that may be removed . The front cover consists of two sections that are 
divided by a hinged door . The test set operating instructions are attached to the outer surface of the hinged door. The 
compartment behind the hinged door is used to store the 3Wl4B, 3P7E, and WlBL cords which are supplied with the test 
set. 

Consists of a front panel (approximately 7.750 inches long by 7.750 inches wide) attached to a frame 11.125 inches deep. 
Attached to and accessible from the front are a function selector switc h which also serves as the power switch, three 

No. 238C jacks, a push button switch, a fuse holder equipped with a one-half amp slow-b low fuse, a binding post, and 
a 76 inch ac power cord. The two handles attached to the front plate also serve as storage for the power cord when the 
test set is not in operation. Visible from the front are three numeric indicators which indicate the number of ringers 
detected between tip to ring, ring to ground, and tip to ground . Two power supplies and six circuit packs (KRl through 
KR6) are contained within the frame . 

An output connector is mounted on the rear of the test set for utilization when the unit is part of the No. 149A test set. 
Requires 115 volts 60 Hz ac power for operation. 
Intended use : For counting ringers on telephone lines which provide one and two party service to residence and business 

single-line (nonkey) stations and coin telephone stations. Also to detect unauthorized equipment on telephone lines which 
does not correspond to the customer billing records. 

Approximate weight is 17 pounds. 
No. 150B: Similar to No. 150A except the test set is not enclosed in a carrying case, is not equipped with test cables, and is 

attached to the rear of a 12 inch by 19 inch panel. The panel is hinged for access to the test set when the unit is in sta lled 
in a standard 19 inch cabinet. 

Designed for use as a part of the No. 149A test set. 
Approximate weight is 14 pounds. 
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